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Learning objectives
1.
2.
3.

To illustrate the potential of CT-virtopsy (CT-v) as a valid help in postmortem evaluation in gunshot-dead people.
To explain as it can support, complete and, in some special cases, be a
substitute of body-opening autopsy.
To stress its role in establishing cause of death, in dating the succession of
lethal events occurred in the body and, possibly, in identifying the corpse.

Background
Basal CT-v is the most largely used non-invasive radiological technique, for both the
rapidity of images acquisition and the possibility of editing images with MPR and 3D
reconstruction of organs, body surface and bones.
It could be considered as an alternative or previous evaluation in gunshot-dead people
before "body-opening" autopsy in forensic medicine and it can provide information about
the cause of death by ordering, in terms of timing, the lethal findings.
Furthermore CT-v images can help in body recognition by studying the main general
anatomic features of the body and even pathologic peculiar findings, whereas identifiable.

Findings and procedure details
We analyzed 18 patients between July 2010 and October 2015; because of legal reasons,
we are not in possess of the age of each person; generally they could be placed in a
young-middle age range. All of the bodies belonged to male inividuals.
Each corpse was firstly brought to the Department of Forensic Science to be recognized,
if possible, and recorded; in a second time it was carried to our Department of Radiology,
hidden in an isolatig bag, by the responsible Coroner.
We positioned the corpse in our 128-slice CT-scan; then we programmed the scout
scansion and generally performed a whole-body exam comprehending all of the body
components; in one case only brain-Ct evaluation was performed, in agreement with the
Coroner.
Exam data were usually standardized (Table.1) and sometimes more than one scout was
required.
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Images were obtained with a "soft tissue" window and then reformatted both in thinner
slices with bone+ filtered protocol (lung and bone study), and through MPR and VR retroreconstruction.
Each report consisted of evaluation of brain and neck structures, lungs and
mediastinum, parenchymal abdominal organs, bones, soft subcutaneous tissues and
the correspondent alteration; each pathological finding, or even anatomic variant, was
described.
In each exam we were able to estimate:
•

•

•
•

•
•

number and final placement of the bullets retained in the body; a total
of 12 bullets were reported; this kind of information could be particularly
useful as previous evaluation to body-opening autopsy, whereas the body
manipulation by the Coroner could accidentally cause a repositioning of the
bullet or of a sliver;
entrance and exit wound, where present, and bullet trajectory through the
body, by recongnizing a number of indirect signs such as organ lesions and
millimeter put in-a-row air-bubble;
possible organic lesions due to the passage of the bullet, such as
parenchymal lacerations, fistulas, adjacent blood loss, etc..;
number and localization of bone fractures (a total of 49 bone fractures
of different etiology have been reported), being able to recongnize and
distinguish between lesions linked to impact with the bullet, traumatic lesions
secondary to "peri-mortem" corpse mistreatment or traumatic past-lesions;
specific morphologic features such as anatomic variants, morphology of
skull or teeth, useful in the event of an identification;
further soft tissues modifications linked to other death-related events, such
as disarticulation or burning.

Images for this section:
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Table 1: Our CT-v standard protocol data.
© - Palermo/IT
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Fig. 1: Bullet in posterior cranial fossa, strictly adjacent to occipital bone, fractured; a
small fragment can also be seen into mastoid. Bullet is seen as a hyper-attenuating
structure surrounded by beam-hardening artifacts due to its material.
© - Palermo/IT

Fig. 2: Compound femur fracture with multiple bone fragments and the bullet on the
medial soft tissues of the leg, that appears larger than contralateral, because of blood
and fat bone-marrow spreading.
© - Palermo/IT
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Fig. 3: Disarticuled corpse reformatted in VR with bone stressing in a gunshot individual,
who was burnt after killing; numerous bone fragments can be recognized anomalously
positioned, with shreds of body tissue still attached.
© - Palermo/IT
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Fig. 5: 3d VR
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Fig. 6: CT Axial MIP reconstruction of bullet trajectory through the chest
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Fig. 4: MIP coronal reconstruction of whole body with bullets
© - Palermo/IT

Fig. 7: CT oblique MIP reconstruction of bullet trajectory through the chest
© - Palermo/IT
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Conclusion
CT-v is a fast, investigator independent, objective and non-invasive technique. It should
be performed as most rapidly as possible after death, so as to provide very useful details
regarding the cause of the death and the presence of other pathologic/potentially lethal
findings, but also to describe in the most detailed way important anatomic and physiologic
information, in order to help in identification of the body.
It is really thought to lead to qualitative improvements in forensic pathologic investigation,
in association to body-opening autopsy, with an optimal accuracy and in short time.
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